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Abstract
This thesis investigates the play and book The Diary of Anne Frank as an effective
educational tool for students in the grades 7–9, when they might read the book in Clark County
School District (CCSD), Southern Nevada, to study about bullying, prejudice, discrimination,
and intolerance. These works have changed the lives of the students for the better, and it should
be taught as a separate class included in the core curriculum. This class would also incorporate
teaching historical information about WWII, the Holocaust, anti-Semitism, and examining the
life of Anne Frank and her family.
My research includes theatre programs for middle- and high-school-age young people
from well-known theatre companies, educational programs from the Anne Frank Trust in the
United Kingdom, the Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect USA, the USC Shoah Foundation,
a visit to the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam, and pre-show and post-show surveys/
questionnaires from 180 CCSD students who attended a May 23, 2016, performance of The
Diary of Anne Frank with 1,500 of their peers at The Smith Center for the Performing Arts in
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Research has proven that students who take this class with several different topical
workshops to choose from learn about the consequences of their actions, teaches to be tolerant of
others, enhances self-esteem, and teaches critical thinking. This class also includes the arts, as
the class will study the play as a theatre piece to perform and see on the stage.
Evidence shows The Diary of Anne Frank does impact and influence the lives of middle
and high school students.
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Chapter 1: A Look at History
A. Introduction
The year 2020 is a unique year to be writing this thesis, “The Positive Influence and
Impact of The Diary of Anne Frank on Middle and High School Students,” due to the globe’s
turmoil and the USA’s current violent situations that mirror the climate when Anne Frank wrote
in her famous and widely read diary.
Apropos to today’s current events, I listened to the NPR news network, on January 9,
2015, to the esteemed and noted French intellectual and philosopher Bernard Henri Levi speak
on the massacre in Paris, at the Hypercacher kosher supermarket. He said, “The only way for
young people to understand that there is no tolerance for intolerance is education, education,
education.” 1 This thesis purports there is no better educational tool to learn from today than The
Diary of Anne Frank, which was written from June 12, 1942, to August 1, 1944. Educationally, it
teaches the obvious about the horrors of the Holocaust and what the consequences of antiSemitism and hate cause. I believe that another important element of what this book/diary/play
teaches has been missed.
While the book/diary has been read by millions of people and the play produced for many
to see, I found in my research that The Diary of Anne Frank has mainly been taught as a history
lesson in a history class. This thesis will prove that, educationally, what has been ignored by
most school districts in the USA, if they are reading The Diary of Anne Frank, is that it teaches
middle and high schoolers about the effects of bullying, anti-social behavior, intolerance of
others, and extremism. It gives students, who are experiencing at the various stages of their age
groups, a view into their own lives regarding relationships between themselves and other
students, parent and child, inner struggles with becoming young adults, and all the emotions that
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go with it—peer pressures, first romantic feelings—and allows them to see they are not alone in
their thoughts and feelings. Even though it was written 76 years ago, in this writer’s opinion, the
issues of being a teenager were the same then as now.
While reading the diary is vital, seeing the play performed is so important, as the student
audience experiences every moment visually with Anne, her family, and all those living together
in the hidden attic. Emotionally, the students are drawn into the lives of those living in the Secret
Annex in a most powerful and relatable way.
Dr. Beverly Givens, PhD, Director of the School Community Partnership Program for the
Clark County School District (CCSD) of Southern Nevada—one of the 10 largest school districts
in the USA—confirmed what I write in an email written to me dated November 5, 2020:
“The Diary of Anne Frank is such an important book for students to read. Its message is
timeless, especially during these times where peace seems aloof and intolerance of diversity is
prevalent. Seeing the play and hearing the emotion of the characters really cement the necessity
of learning from history so that we can do better as our duty as citizens and humans.” 2
This thesis hopes to prove that a class should be established in one semester of a student’s
curriculum for each student in CCSD using The Diary of Anne Frank as the pedagogical
centerpiece of the course. This course will culminate in a live performance, proving that taking
this class and visually seeing a live performance of the play is essential for a student’s learning
experience, not only teaching that intolerance of others is unacceptable and the consequences
severe, but also impacting the student’s lives emotionally to assist them in making good choices
for themselves and the world surrounding themselves. This live performance could be a staged
reading done by the students themselves or a professional performance in a school auditorium or
theatre.
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The Diary of Anne Frank is thought-provoking, and discussing the play in-depth in a
class leads to a personal journey for each student, as has been proven by questionnaires that were
provided to 180 students who attended a performance of the play on May 23, 2016, by the
Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada at The Smith Center for the Performing Arts in Las Vegas,
Nevada. These questionnaires are included in the Appendix for examination and will be
discussed in a separate chapter.
Theatre has the ability to make things come to life in an explosive manner. On stage, the
written word becomes more powerful than ever imagined. It creates thought, and with that
thought can be an arbiter of change, hopefully change for a better world or toward making
oneself a better person.
After viewing the stage performance, the questionnaires proved that students feel they
can do something for their generation or for themselves. The play carries messages of many
subjects to think about and act on. Taking a full semester to work on the play and the messages it
offers, joining workshops that this semester also would include, I will prove that the benefits for
the students will be great in personal growth. It is a very inspiring play even with the ending of
extreme sadness.
A young girl in hiding in Amsterdam could never have imagined that her life would have
an uncontested legacy and her story would be a window into history.

B. Historical Information
It is important to prepare students with historical information so they may understand
Anne Frank’s diary and the time when it was written. Learning who Adolph Hitler was, the
circumstances of the rise of the Nazi party, Hitler’s rise to power, why he hated and persecuted
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the Jews, and what the Holocaust that led Anne Frank and her family into hiding where she
wrote her famous diary was are important facts for a student to have knowledge of. This history
can be the centerpiece of the class and will educate the students as to the outcome of what
intolerance and discrimination cause and continue to cause.
Hitler was a fanatical Jew hater who also disliked Roma gypsies, gays, disabled people,
and anyone who was not Aryan, meaning of the non-Jewish pure white race. When he moved to
Vienna to be a painter in 1908 at 19 years old, his hate of Jews began. The Mayor of Vienna,
Karl Luegar, was much admired by Hitler and was a well-known anti-Semite who freely
expressed his ideas.
World War I, 1914-1918, was called by President Woodrow Wilson “the war to end all
wars” and caused the redrawing of the European map, ending the German, Austro-Hungarian,
Russian, and Ottoman Empires and creating new countries, such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
Romania.
The victors, including Britain, France, and the United States, signed the Treaty of
Versailles ending the war. The treaty held Germany responsible and demanded payment of
reparations, reduced German military power, and loss of territory. There was political and
economic instability in Germany and great anger over the terms of the treaty.
Adolf Hitler was a soldier in WWI, as was Otto Frank, Anne’s father. The defeat was
devastating for him and many Germans. The Jews, Social Democrats and Communists were
blamed to be at fault for the loss of the war.
Many left-wing groups sprouted up, and Hitler became fascinated with the ideologies
they exposed. While in the army, Hitler trained as a public speaker and was given a job to stir up
nationalism and to warn soldiers of the dangers of the Communists. He became a member of the
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German Workers Party in 1919, starting his career. In 1920, this party became the National
Socialist German Workers Party—the Nazi Party. Its programs promised to restore honor and
greatness to Germany. In order to do so, the Nazis determined the Jews had to removed.
January 30, 1933, Hitler became the leader of the Nazi Party, and his anti-Semitism was
radical and rising. He compared Jews to germs that needed to be destroyed, as germs cannot be
controlled. Those same views are extolled today by Louis Farrahkan, an American religious
leader who leads the Nation of Islam, who said in a 2018 Tweet that was reported in the Jewish
Telegraphic Agency July 9, 2019, “Jews are like termites who need to be exterminated,” 3 and in
a Washington Post article on April 12, 1984, he said, “The Jews don’t like Farrahkan, so they
call me Hitler. Well, that’s a good name. Hitler was a very great man.” 4 Farrahkan’s nowfriendship with the four women Representatives known as the “Squad” in the US, who are all
anti-Semites, is of grave concern to many Jewish people. The “Squad” are Congress members
from New York, Michigan, and Minnesota.
Adolf Hitler was imprisoned in 1923, after a defeated Nazi attempt at seizing power in
Munich. While in prison, he wrote the book Mein Kampf: My Struggle about his theory of racial
and global supremacy. After his release, over the next ten years, he worked to have his Nazi
party gain power with the great support of the Germans who wished to rebuild their country to its
former greatness and became Chancellor in 1933.
The idea that Jews needed to be destroyed led to the genocide of Jews, and once again he
was supported by the German population, as they too felt that the Jews were involved in every
part of the fall of Germany. Hitler blamed the Jews for everything wrong with the world,
including capitalism, and disliked their monetary power. These ideas began with Hitler in the
1930s and remained until he died in 1945. During the 1930s, he did everything he could to rid
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Germany of the Jews. Once WWII started, the Nazis turned to mass murder, and thus began the
Holocaust, where 6 million Jews died and also approximately 4 to 5 million others who were
persecuted by Hitler—the Roma, homosexuals, people with disabilities, and any person caught
harboring or assisting Jews.
Within a few short weeks of Hitler taking office as Chancellor, organized attacks against
Jews took place, and the concentration camp Dachau, near Munich, opened. Anyone who was
considered an enemy of the Third Reich, a term used by the Nazi empire, was sent there. On
April 1, 1933, a sanction against Jews was established, and Nazi storm troopers stood outside
Jewish-owned businesses to stop customers from entering. Within a week, a law was passed to
isolate Jews and ban them from German life. In 1935, the Nuremberg Laws came into effect, and
Jews could no longer work in the medical or legal professions or civil service. Books written by
Jewish authors were burned, and Jews were stripped of their citizenship. Jews were excluded
from all cultural activities, intermarriage of Jews and non- Jews was forbidden, and Jews could
not go to the university. Jews were arrested in the streets.
In 1938, passports for Jews were made invalid, and if one was needed for immigration, a
J for Jude (Jewish) was marked on it. If one did not have a Jewish-sounding name, men had to
add “Israel” and women “Sarah” on their passports.
With such a rise in anti-Semitism, there was an effort by many to emigrate to the USA,
South America, Mexico, and England. Thousands emigrated to Shanghai, China, before the
“Final Solution to the Jewish Question,” the Nazi term for the planned extermination, began. But
because of strict quotas, many countries, including the USA, denied entry to the Jews.
The word Kristallnacht (pogrom) sounds beautiful and conjures up the thought of a
“crystal night,” but on November 9, 1938, the meaning of that word could not have been
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anything further from that thought. Again, it is important for the students to understand the
Holocaust so they understand why Anne and her family went into hiding.
The real beginning of what is now known as the Holocaust was the “Night of Broken
Glass,” Krsitallnacht. It was a planned attack by the Nazis, and the term was meant to describe
the broken glass windows of thousands of Jewish-owned businesses, synagogues, and buildings
lining the streets in Germany and Austria. Jews were murdered that night, and hundreds of
cemeteries, schools, and homes were destroyed. When the massive damage was assessed, the
Jews were forced to pay compensation, and thousands of men and boys were sent to
concentration camps.
In September 1939, with the invasion of Poland by Germany, WWII officially began.
Eastern European Jews were placed in ghettos, and Western European Jews were registered and
their personal property disposed of. Jews were beaten in the streets and families taken from their
homes in the middle of the night. Killing squads rounded up people, forced them to undress in
front of mass graves, and shot them in groups. In Budapest, there is the “Shoes on the Danube
Bank” memorial, which the author visited, of bronzed shoes in all sizes, including for infants,
lined up on the edge of the Danube River, where Jewish men, women, and children were tied up
together, and one person was shot, pulling all the others in the river with them so they all would
drown.
Jews who were arrested were sent to transit camps while awaiting their destination
camps. Hundreds were placed together in empty cattle cars with no food or drink, traveling up to
three days in intense heat or extreme cold. Many died on the trains and were thrown off.
Many were sent to the death camps of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec,
Majdanek, and Chelmo. The purpose of the death camps was immediate death upon arrival.
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Bergen-Belsen was a labor camp where people died from starvation, illness, and disease.
Theresienstadt was a forced labor camp and a deportation camp to the killing camps as well as a
propaganda camp where the Red Cross came to visit under the pressure of the deportation of
Danish Jews. When visiting there a year ago, one’s mind runs rampant as the stillness in the air is
as heavy and dark as a massive rain cloud.
In the Netherlands, where Anne Frank and her family lived, Jews first started to be
arrested in February 1941. It had remained neutral during WWI, and many German Jews
migrated to Amsterdam and Rotterdam like the Franks, thinking they would be safe.
Anne Frank wrote in her diary on November 19, 1942, while in hiding in the Secret
Annex, “ In the evening when it’s dark, I often see long lines of good, innocent people
accompanied by crying children, walking on and on, ordered about by a handful of men who
bully and beat them until they nearly drop. No one is spared. The sick, the elderly, children,
babies, and pregnant women—all marched to their death.”

C. Anne Frank and the Frank Family
The name Anne Frank is known all around the world. But there is much more to know
about this spunky young girl who became a remarkable young woman and wrote a famous diary.
Her life story, while too brief, is of great interest to the young people I spoke with after the
Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada’s (JRTN) performances of The Diary of Anne Frank at five
at-risk high schools and for the 1,500 CCSD students at The Smith Center for the Performing
Arts . Knowing about Anne gave the students a personal connection to her, and I was told by a
student at Hyde Park Middle School that “she was like a friend.” I’ve included this history on
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Anne and her family so the readers of this thesis see in their minds the picture of Anne as a real
girl and not just the well-known photos of Anne sitting at a desk with a pen in hand.
Annalies Marie Frank was born in Frankfurt am Main on June 12, 1929, to Edith Frank
and her husband Otto Frank. She joined her three-year-older sister, Margot. During my
conversations with the students, they loved hearing Anne was demanding and a very vocal child,
while Margot was described as quiet and reserved. Kathi Stilgenbauer, the family nanny, was
quoted in the book All About Anne by the Anne Frank House: “Margot would be dressed in the
morning and stay clean for the entire day looking like a princess, while Anne could enjoy sitting
on the balcony in a rain puddle and had to be changed two times a day.” 5
Otto Frank’s family had been in the banking business in Frankfurt since the late 1800s.
They also invested in the production of cough drops, Fay’s Sodener Mineral Pastillen, from
which the elder Frank made a fortune in the early 1900s. 6 While the family was Jewish, Jewish
traditions were not necessarily observed in the home where Otto grew up. Otto attended religious
school but did not have a bar mitzvah, which is a traditional rite of passage to manhood for a
thirteen-year-old Jewish boy.
In the Jewish Museum Frankfurt/Museum Judengasse, on display is a copy of a page
from Anne’s diary dated May 8, 1944: “Father was born in Frankfurt am Main to wealthy
parents. Michael Frank owned a bank and became a millionaire, and Alice (Otto’s mother)
Stern’s parents were prominent and well-to-do. In his youth, Father led the life of a rich man’s
son. Parties every week, balls, banquets, beautiful girls, waltzing, dinners, a huge house, etc.
After Grandpa died, most of the money was lost, and after the Great War and inflation, there was
nothing left at all.” 7
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Edith Hollander also came from a prominent and well-to-do Jewish family in Achen,
Germany, near the Dutch border. Her family wealth came from a family scrap metal and
machinery business. Photographs of Edith’s life show a life filled with parties, tennis, and
holidays at the seashore. Otto and Edith met at a mutual friend’s engagement party.
Anne’s two grandmothers were very important in her life. She adored them and spent
considerable time with them growing up. The Frank girls gave them the names Omi and Oma.
Omi Frank was sophisticated and spoke four languages, and Oma Rosa Hollander was described
as angelic with great patience, as was needed with the difficult and outspoken Anne. Omi Frank
moved to Basel with her daughter and family to escape the rising anti-Semitism, and Anne spent
vacations there. Anne lived with Oma Rosa in Aachen when her parents moved from Frankfurt
to Amsterdam, while Otto was setting up his new business of the jam-making supply pectin, and
spent her summers there. Rosa eventually moved to Amsterdam to live with the Franks when it
became intolerable for Jews in Germany. She died six months before the family went into hiding.
Otto desperately tried to get visas for his family to leave Europe when life for Jews took a
terrible turn for the worse, but his many attempts were futile. Edith’s two brothers had escaped to
the USA and were unsuccessful in trying to obtain the visas for their sister and her family, as was
Otto, who also asked for the help of his University of Heidelberg dorm roommate, the prominent
New Yorker Nathan Straus Jr,. whose father co-owned two of New York City’s biggest
department stores, R.H. Macy & Co. and Abraham & Straus.
Anne was four years old when the family settled in their apartment on Merwedeplein in
the River Quarter area, where many other German Jewish families came to live in Amsterdam.
Anne loved the big area in front of the buildings where all the children congregated to play.
Melissa Muller, in her book Anne Frank: The Biography, described the area as “resembling an
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oversized sandbox in which the children could build sandcastles, dig tunnels, bake sand cakes,
and fight sand battles.” 8 Both Margot and Anne were happy as there always were children to
play or jump rope with and ride their bicycles, the customary Amsterdam mode of travel.
Since Margot was more regimented, she went to the Jekerschool, and because Anne was
more lively and a free spirit, she attended the Montessori school, where the rules were lax. It
suited Anne’s personality and temperament perfectly, as Muller continues to say, “Anne was
easily distracted and playful.” 9 Anne was very social and had lots of friends. Her best friends
were Hanneli Goslar and Sanne Lederman.
Anne was stubborn and moody also, and she and her mother oftentimes clashed. But she
loved her friends, loved ice skating in the winter as many pictures show, going to the beach in
the summer, and especially loved the movies and movie stars. The walls in her apartment
bedroom were covered with movie star pictures, and Otto even surprised Anne in the Secret
Annex by having her favorite pictures brought to her by the helpers to put on her annex walls.
Anne Frank is such a relatable young girl to the students, and so much that happened to
her is happening to the kids today. That’s why this play has maintained its popularity and
actually has even grown stronger, as is proved by the productions performed for students for
twenty-two and twenty-five years by esteemed theatre companies across the USA. Who hasn’t
clashed with their mom? What teenage girl or boy isn’t moody or stubborn? And how many girls
and guys have pictures of their favorite actors, bands, or rappers taped to the walls in their
bedrooms like Anne did in her room and in the attic?
Unfortunately, the Netherlands did not stay neutral like in WWI, and after the surrender
of the Dutch army to the Nazis, on May 10, 1940, 10 Jews were required to wear a “Jood” yellow
star patch sewn to their clothing identifying them as Jewish. They no longer could drive their
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own cars or play sports, could not go to the beach or sit in their own gardens or be out on the
street past 8 p.m., or go to the movies, or ride their own bicycles. Jews also were not allowed in
public swimming pools or to shop in any store that was not Jewish owned. And Jewish children
could only attend Jewish schools. Anne and Margot were forced to leave their schools and attend
the Jewish Lyceum.
Jews were forced out of owning their own businesses. Mr. Frank had by this time
expanded his business to include a spice business. His businesses were now registered in the
name of his trusted employee Miep Gies’s husband.
Academically, right before Anne’s thirteenth birthday, she became more focused on
writing stories than on her other subjects. Math was a particular sore subject for her. She admired
a diary she saw in the window of a nearby shop, and her father purchased it for her as a birthday
gift. Anne began to write with gusto, and in her first entry she wrote about her life and her
schoolmates. Anne was never one to hold back, and she wrote about her dislike for some of her
classmates.
Anne had a wonderful last birthday party celebrated at her home with her friends that
now included boys and her ping-pong club. Her new best friend, Jacqueline van Maarsen, helped
her make and deliver the invitations. Mr. Frank set up games, and Mrs. Frank made her delicious
cake. Since Jews were not allowed in movie theatres, Mr. Frank got a copy of the silent 1924 Rin
Tin film The Lighthouse by the Sea. Anne wrote about her party in her now-famous redcheckered-covered diary. And on her actual birthday of June 12th, Anne baked cookies herself
and passed them out to her entire class at the Lyceum.
While Anne was becoming interested in boys at this time, she was also becoming a
voracious reader. Jacque (Jacqueline) and Anne spent hours together reading about the
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adventures of “Joop ter Heul” and acting out scenes from the five books written for teenage girls.
Joop is described on Wikipedia as “headstrong, high spirited, and stubborn,” 11 exactly as Anne
has been described numerous times by her teachers and by her parents.
A few weeks after the birthday celebrations, Margot received the dreaded “call up” for
work camp from a police officer knocking on the door on a Sunday afternoon. By then, Otto and
Edith had secretly started to make preparations to go into hiding, but now they would not wait
and would go early the next morning. On July 6, 1942, the Frank family headed out of their
apartment in the pouring rain all layered up in the clothing they would be wearing while in
hiding. They couldn’t look suspicious, so no extra bags. Anne had her essentials in her
backpack—her hairbrush, some curlers, a few books, and her diary. Mr. Frank’s business at 263
Prinsengracht, in what would be called the Secret Annex, became their hiding place.
Students of today need to understand that Anne was just a girl like her peers, irrespective
of the era that she lived in. When she wrote in her diary, she did so as young girl, not a worldfamous diarist or journalist, even though that is what she and her diary became. They can learn a
great deal from her and her writings, which were written in a period of time in which horrific
atrocities occurred, but also just to remember that she was just a girl—a thirteen-, fourteen-, and
fifteen-year-old experiencing the same things that they are. Anne is a universal heroine. She is
admired, idealized for her courage, her outstanding achievements and qualities, a wonderful role
model for young people the world over.
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Figure 4: Anne with Friends

Figure 5: Life Magazine Cover of Anne
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Figure 6: Anne in Summer Clothes

Figure 7: Portrait of Anne (1939)
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Figure 8: Margot Frank Brushing Teeth

Figure 9: Otto with Young Margot & Anne
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Figure 10: Edith Frank with Daughters (1933)

Figure 11: Portrait of Young Anne
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Chapter 2: The Book/The Diary and the Play
A. The Book/The Diary
In hiding, the Frank family was immediately joined by Otto Frank’s partner in the spice
business, Herman van Pels, his wife, Auguste, and their son, Peter. Both girls knew Peter from
the Lyceum, and he had come to Anne’s birthday party. A few months after, the dentist Fritz
Pfeffer, friend of Miep Gies, also needed a safe place, and he too joined the seven others in the
attic.
As history of Anne Frank as confirmed, during the twenty-five months in hiding in the
Secret Annex, Anne was writing diligently in the diary she received as a thirteenth-birthday gift.
Every evening, the residents of the Secret Annex listened intently to the radio broadcasts
from their exiled leaders on either the BBC or Radio Oranje in Otto Frank’s office at 263
Prinsengracht. This was the only time that they were allowed to venture out of the attic, as the
factory was closed for the day and the workers all gone.
On March 28, 1944, Gerrit Bolkestein, the exiled Dutch Minister of Education, Culture,
and Science, stated that in order for future generations to understand what the Dutch people had
gone through during the war, he encouraged people to write their experiences in diaries, for
example, as a record of the times. 12 This was music to Anne’s ears. She was driven to do what he
asked and was up for the task. This writing chore gave Anne a new purpose and direction.
Two months prior, Anne had started to rewrite a large portion of her diary for her planned
book. She named the book Het Achterhuis, Dutch for “the Secret Annex,” and planned on
publishing it. In the first version, Anne wrote honestly about her thoughts and feelings not only
about everyday life, but about the people in the annex, and she did not hesitate to write about her
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growing into a young woman, what was taking place inside her own body, and her developing
young love for Peter.
In the second version, Anne left out much she had written earlier about her deep feelings
for Peter. In the time lapse between the first version and the rewrite, the authors of the All About
Anne book write, “Her love for Peter had cooled, and she was a little disappointed in him. He
had not become the friend she had hoped for.” 13 Yet when they both were in the Westerbork
transit camp, according to Rosa de Winter-Levy who was also there with her family, in the
Metselaar book Anne Frank: Dreaming, Thinking, Writing, Rosa said, “I saw Anne and Peter
every day, and they were always together. Anne was so lovely, and her beauty overflowed into
Peter.” 14
Anne also left out portions of her clashing with her mother, with whom she had a
somewhat difficult relationship. She had written very harshly of Edith, even stating in the first
version of the diary, “I need my mother as an example which I can follow, but she is precisely
the kind of example that I do not want to follow.” 15
In the rewritten version, “Anne was kinder” 16 toward her mother, continued the Anne
Frank House book, and on January 2, 1944, Anne wrote a new passage: “The period where I
caused Mummy to shed tears is over. I have grown wiser, and Mummy’s nerves are not so much
on edge. I usually keep my mouth shut if I get annoyed, and so does she, so we appear to get on
much better together.” Wise words for a young girl.
Anne also eliminated passages of sex and her sexuality that she had first written in her
diary at age thirteen. She was surprised she had been so forthcoming and did not include in the
second version where she wrote three times of having her period. In the first diary, she wrote
about her conversations with Peter about sex, and those she omitted in the rewrite.
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As Anne rewrote her diary, she gave pseudonyms to her housemates in the annex. Mr.
Pfeffer, the dentist, whom she shared a room with and annoyed her terribly, became Alfred
Dussel, the van Pels became the van Daans, thus Peter van Pels became Peter van Daan. The
office workers at Mr. Frank’s business, who were the lifeline for the residents in the annex to
outside world for all food, supplies and everything needed to live for the twenty-five months in
the attic, remained with their first names, but their last names were changed until the 1947
publication of the diary, when all their names changed back to their true respective names, with
the exception of Mr. Kleinman, who became Mr. Kraler.
The diary was so special to Anne that Melissa Mueller commented in her book,
“Somewhere between May and the end of July 1944, she wrote on a pink sheet of paper that she
laid on top of her stack of written pages that ‘no one else should lay hands on it.’”
Anne begged Bep and Mr. Kleiman in the office to send one of her stories to the
newspaper under the name of Kleiman’s daughter, Jopie. Anne was serious about becoming a
published writer and went at it like she was directing a stage play, setting up scenes and changing
events to be more dramatic. But after much discussion, it was thought too risky.
After the arrest of the Frank and van Pels families and Mr. Pffefer, Miep Gies went up
into the attic and found Anne’s diary and all her precious written papers strewn all over the floor.
She picked them up and protectively locked them in her office desk to give to Anne when she
returned. Anne did not return, as Otto Frank was the only survivor of the seven members of the
Secret Annex.
When Otto Frank first received Anne’s diary from Miep, it was too painful to read, but a
month later, he changed his mind and was stunned. While he thought he knew his daughter and
her thinking so well, when he read her written words, he realized that Anne was very different
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from what he remembered. Otto said, in Anne Frank: Dreaming, Thinking, Writing, “I had no
idea the depth of her thoughts and feelings.” 17
Otto knew he had to honor his daughter by sharing Anne’s writings with the world, and
he was encouraged to do so by other family members in Basel, where he had sent copies of the
diary.
The task of getting the book published was not easy. People wanted to move away from
the war and look to the future, and because this book was written by a young girl, and a Jewish
young girl, it was even less appealing for it to be published. Otto had the diary typed and omitted
some sections that were critical of Anne’s mother, an entry that Anne wrote about her parents’
marriage, and those that dealt with Anne’s emerging sexuality.
Finally, from a friend of a friend, Otto met with Jan and Annie Romein, who were both
published historians. To Otto’s surprise, after Jan read the diary, he wrote a column that appeared
on the front page of the Dutch newspaper Het Parool called “Kinderstern” (“A Childs Voice”)
on April 3, 1946. He says in the article, “To me, however, this apparently inconsequential diary
by a child’s voice embodies all the hideousness of fascism, more so than all the evidence at
Nuremberg put together.” 18
The article drew the interest of the Amsterdam publishing house Contact, and in 1947,
the same day that Anne had received her diary for her thirteenth birthday five years prior, a small
edition of 1,500 copies was published. For this first publication, Otto did include some of the
entries Anne wrote about her relationship with her mother and her crush on Peter. Otto Frank
wrote, “How proud Anne would have been if she lived to see this.” 19
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B. The Play
The play The Diary of Anne Frank is based upon the book, Anne Frank: The Diary of a
Young Girl. While Anne meant this dairy to chronicle her young girl’s life, it became a document
of the war, and its possession is in the hands of the Netherlands Institute for War Documents,
after Otto Frank willed it to the institute.
American Jewish WWII war correspondent Meyer Levin read a French translation of the
book in 1950 and believed this book would fulfill his dream of writing the story of the Jews in
Europe and what he witnessed firsthand and called the “greatest systematic mass murder in the
history of mankind.” At that time, there were Dutch and German translations, but in England and
the USA, it had been rejected, as it was thought no one was interested in reading special interest
war books.
Levin wrote to Otto Frank, offering to translate it into English and to promote it in
America, but what really piqued the interest of Mr. Frank was that Meyer Levin offered to adapt
it into a stage play and write a screenplay, two appealing ideas that had not been thought of prior
by Anne’s father.
After months of writing magazine articles and letters to Broadway producers and
directors, it was the glowing front page review he wrote in the esteemed New York Times Review
section that catapulted The Diary of Anne Frank into the nationwide success that it became.
According to Broadway World, it sold 40,000 copies overnight. 20
Meyer Levin did write a stage adaptation as promised, but it was rejected by both Otto
Frank and Broadway producers as being “too Jewish” and not commercial enough. Otto Frank
said, “It’s not a Jewish book, so don’t make a Jewish play out of it.” 21 Levin was devastated. The
golden gift of writing the stage play was given to the husband-and-wife Hollywood
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screenwriting team of Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett. Mr. Levin filed a lawsuit and spent
the rest of his life entangled in legal matters trying to get his Anne Frank play produced.
In 1955, the Goodrich/Hackett play The Diary of Anne Frank, directed by Garson Kanin,
the well-known New York and Hollywood writer and stage director, opened on Broadway.
Brooks Atkinson, the New York Times theatre critic, wrote in his October 6, 1955, review, “They
have made a lovely tender drama out of The Diary of Anne Frank, which opened at the Cort last
night. They have treated it with admiration and respect.” The cast included Broadway veteran
Joseph Schildkraut as the star, playing Otto Frank, but according to Mr. Atkinson, it was Susan
Strasberg playing the role of Anne who was “the finest and who [put] the clearest print of truth
on the whole enterprise.” 22
As we have seen in this chapter, it is shown that students not only learn about the
Holocaust and anti-Semitism through the eyes and the pen of someone their own age, but they
also relate to her on an intimate level, as they are going through all the same things that she did
at the same ages Anne was when the diary was written. Her writings make the students feel real
and raw emotions, like sympathy and empathy. The Diary of Anne Frank makes young people
think not only about themselves but others in their world. She connects with them on a personal
level. How incredible that such a young girl could be so inspiring to students to be better people.
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Chapter 3: The Class and the Play
A. JRTN and The Diary of Anne Frank
I am disclosing that I am the artistic director and founder of the Jewish Repertory Theatre
of Nevada (JRTN) in Las Vegas and its educational program, ELEVATE: Youth Education
Through the Performing Arts. It is because of my involvement in producing, directing, and
performing in the play The Diary of Anne Frank many times locally in Nevada for several
thousand Clark County School District (CCSD) students at The Smith Center for the Performing
Arts, at the Holocaust Education Conference in Las Vegas, twice at the Governor’s Mansion in
Carson City for Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day), and working with the Clark
County School Community Partnership Program performing the play for at-risk high schools,
that after much study, research, thought, actual experiences communicating with educators and
students, and before and after performance questionnaires to both teachers and students, I
realized that this play is one of the most underused resources in teaching our children not only
about the Holocaust and anti-Semitism, but about moral character, making good choices in life,
achievement, the challenges of being an adolescent, kindness toward others even if different
from ourselves, and overcoming obstacles that could stand in one’s way to succeeding.
The personal experience of participating in meeting and having discussions with young
people before and after seeing the play led to my belief that this play is the best vehicle in
helping to change young people’s lives and needs to be included permanently as a class in the
core curriculum in the Clark County School District and not just an occasional read only if the
teacher chooses to use it as part of a history unit. Over the years, students have been enrolled in
classes as electives such as cooking, woodshop, orchestra, and chorus. It is mandatory to take
English, history, algebra, and a foreign language to graduate. It is my belief that taking a class in
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The Diary of Anne Frank and ending in the culmination of a live performance is as important in
teaching lessons in life as an algebra class teaches math, as my research proved.
Two additional outstanding programs that have confirmed what my research has proved
by their worldwide successes are The Anne Frank Trust in the United Kingdom and in the USA,
The Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect. The Diary of Anne Frank can alter one’s thinking
and perception, as is proven by those two programs and by the attached questionnaires/surveys.
For the benefit the reader, all 180 surveys are in the Appendix.
The mission statement for JRTN’S ELEVATE program captures what the goal of a class
and a live theatrical performance of The Diary of Anne Frank would accomplish:

[The performance] gives voice and visibility to the diversities in life and people which
reflects the realities in today’s world. Enhancing self-esteem; deterring antisocial
behavior, prejudice, and discrimination; promoting tolerance and acceptance; and to ask
questions and provoke thought.

Anne Frank is an inspiring role model for young people. They connect with her and her
writings instantaneously. A production of the play The Diary of Anne Frank is an important
element in the curriculum of the class and as a unit that stands alone. In the proposal that was
given to the CCSD for the professional production of the play in 2016 and again for 2021
(Appendix, Figure 23) at the Smith Center for the Performing Arts in Las Vegas and was
approved by the Superintendents Pat Sarkowsky (2016) and Jesus F. Jara (2021) and the Board
of Education for both years, the rationale for the performances is:
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1. There is nothing more powerful on a stage than seeing the written word come to life.
2. A play addresses one of the different learning modalities by which students access
information.
3. The performance is an opportunity to educate children through personal internal
reflection.
4. The Diary of Anne Frank in print format is already used in some classrooms throughout
CCSD as a history lesson, so students will be familiar with the story. Seeing it as a play
will increase their understanding of the text and help them to empathize with the
characters.

B. The Diary of Anne Frank in Las Vegas for CCSD
The inspiration to perform The Diary of Anne Frank for Clark County School District
students came from the Jewish Ensemble Theatre (JET), now based in Walled Lake, Michigan, a
suburb of Detroit, and their success for the past twenty-five years performing the play for over
150,000 students. These Michigan performances began as a weekend of shows and have been
built into an event for Detroit-area students lasting several weeks each year with the support of
large corporations.
In January 2012, JRTN partnered with the CCSD School Community Partnership
Program and performed The Diary of Anne Frank at five at-risk high schools. While there was
no data collected at that time as to the effect that seeing the production performed had any longterm impact, there were a couple of incidents at the various schools that began my desire for
seeing that The Diary of Anne Frank is taught to students as part of the core curriculum.
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One of the most memorable occurrences after a performance was of a young girl who
stood up to speak during the question-and-answer period with the Holocaust survivor Raymonde
Fiol, who attended that mornings performance as a guest speaker. She told Mrs. Fiol that after
seeing the play and hearing her speak, she was the woman she most admired in the world. Now,
that statement is very plausible due to the play she had just seen and the emotions it creates, but
what made it outstanding was when that student’s teacher came forward to me with tears
streaming down her face, saying that young girl had been in her class since August and now in
January, five months later, was the first time she had heard her voice, even after the teacher’s
many attempts to have her participate in class discussions. That was how impactful this play was
to this young student.
At another school, three young men, age fifteen, rushed to the front of the auditorium at
the end of the play to have their picture taken with two of the survivors in their late eighties. At
that age, taking a picture with an elderly stranger is something that most young people,
especially boys, do not elect to do. But after witnessing their discussion and engagement with the
survivors, I knew that the play had struck a very personal chord with these three children. I knew
that these two incidences were exactly those I had wished for when planning the performances
with the CCSD School Community Partnership Program.
In the Appendix, Figure 24 is a letter from a young middle school boy after seeing the
JET performance of The Diary of Anne Frank. His poignant letter is a validation of the effect of
visually seeing the theatrical production and that it provokes thought and educates.
All these young people described, while having different life experiences, had learned a
valuable lesson from seeing the play, and if they had a semester of this type of education, how
even more profound and life-changing it would be.
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After the success of the performances at the five at-risk high schools and the feedback
from the participating teachers received from the CCSD School Community Partnership
Program, a meeting was held with Dr. Greta Peay, Director of Equity and Diversity for CCSD,
and Dr. Beverly Givens, Director of CCSD School Community Partnership Program, to plan a
large-scale production of The Diary of Anne Frank at The Smith Center for the Performing Arts
for 1,500 Clark County students. Both Dr. Peay and Dr. Givens agreed that while theatre is
generally thought of as a source of entertainment, it is also the perfect vehicle to provide
education about current social issues and to inspire social, personal, and political change.
A proposal (Appendix, Figure 23) for the program was submitted at a meeting with the
school board in December 2014, approved in May 2015, and the date of May 23, 2016, was
secured for the performance at The Smith Center. It needs to be noted that Holocaust education
in Clark County is overseen by the Governor’s Council on Holocaust Education and not
mandated by the state.
The Diary of Anne Frank meets the criteria for the Common Core Standards for 8th grade
in the social sciences and language arts as follows (Appendix, Figure 23):

1. Integrates visual information with other information in print.
2. Engages in historical analysis and interpretation. Students must draw upon their skills
by studying a rich variety of historical documents and artifacts that present alternative
voices, accounts, and interpretations of the past.
3. Responds to historical texts and various types of social studies literature by inferring,
drawing conclusions, etc.
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4. Demonstrates how to process and effectively communicate and present information
orally through the development of multimedia presentations.
5. Analyzes the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats.
6. By the end of Grade 8, students will read and comprehend history/social studies texts.

For the May 23, 2016, performance of The Diary of Anne Frank, the costs were split by
the Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada and the Jewish Federation of Nevada, which is now
named Jewish Nevada. The costs were approximately $48,000 for the one-time performance.
The February 2021 performance has been postponed to February 2022 due to the COVID-19
closure of The Smith Center for the Performing Arts. Sadly, an entire group of 8th and 9th
graders will not have the opportunity to experience this performance, and the partial funding of
$35,000 toward the approximately $55,000 needed for the two back-to-back performances for
4,000 students secured by The Smith Center’s Education and Outreach Department is now not
guaranteed. But if necessary, the Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada will fundraise in the
community to see that the 2022 performance remains as scheduled.
The 1,500 students in attendance for the 2016 performance came from twenty-four CCSD
middle schools. Some rode the buses provided by JRTN and the Jewish Federation for two hours
from as far away as Laughlin, Nevada. The schools attended on a first come, first served basis.
In order to defend my thesis, “The Impact and Influence of The Diary of Anne Frank on
Middle and High School Students,” that there is a significant educational, personal, and
emotional impact for students in regards to social issues, personal growth, and introspection after
studying the play and attending a live theatrical performance of The Diary of Anne Frank, I
provided students from five diverse schools out of the twenty-four schools attending in CCSD, a
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survey for pre-show and post-show attitude evaluations called the survey/questionnaire. Also,
there was a pre-show and post-show survey given to the teachers of the students. These
evaluations proved that if significant time is given to studying The Diary of Anne Frank and then
seeing the live stage production, there is a great impact on the lives of those who studied the play
in great depth, not just for historical information but for all the social issues that this play
represents and for personal introspection and personal growth. The results from the 180 surveys
were the necessary proof that it was important to hear from the students themselves of their
thoughts before viewing the play and then to have their feelings afterwards.
The survey questions for the students’ pre-show were as such:

1. Who is Anne Frank, and in what way do you relate/identify with her? (For girls)
2. Who is Peter van Daan, and in what way do you relate/identify with him? (For boys)
3. If you went into hiding, what would you take with you?
4. Living with eight people confined, how would you feel about not going outside for two
years or being able to hang out with friends or have a hamburger and fries when you
wished?
5. Anne and Peter were discriminated against because of their religion. Do you ever feel
discriminated?
6. What does Anne’s story mean to you?
7. Do you see similarities in the world today as when Anne Frank lived?
8. Do you think Anne Frank and the others in the attic were bullied and by whom?
9. Anne Frank had a dream to become a writer. Do you have a dream?
10. Do you know of other kids who aren’t tolerant?
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The survey questions for the student’s post-show were as such:
1. Why is The Diary of Anne Frank so important, and why is Anne Frank so famous?
2. Does the play inspire hopefulness?
3. Anne wrote, “In spite of everything, I still believe all people are good.” Do you believe
that?
4. Did Anne and her story inspire you personally?
5. Is the world ignoring similar issues of today like the time of Anne Frank?
6. What did you learn from seeing this play?
7. Do you think your life is similar to or different from Anne’s?
8. What does Anne’s story mean to you, and how did it change your life?
9. In the play, who is the real hero?
10. After seeing the play, is there anything you would change about yourself?

Each of these questions, pre- and post-show, could warrant a full class in a semester, and
if they had this full semester to discuss, work, and learn from in a classroom setting, I know the
results would be astounding. For this reason, a full semester class devoted to The Diary of Anne
Frank should be implemented in the CCSD core curriculum.
The students’ answers on the survey before and after seeing the show were raw, honest,
heartfelt, and extremely personal. One student wrote of wanting to be more outgoing and a happy
person like Anne, even though she was in hiding. Another wrote of being discriminated against
for race and ethnicity and called a “Chinese housewife and [told to] get her orange chicken” and
said after seeing the play that Anne and her story inspired her to be more hopeful for the future.
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One young man said he knows a lot of kids who aren’t tolerant and how disappointing
that was, and another wrote that he saw that he wasn’t very tolerant of others. One young girl
said seeing the play changed her life because she realized that she takes everything for granted
and never realized how lucky she was. One young man took the question of “Do you have a
dream?” to another meaning. He wrote, “Well, in my dream, I’m falling and falling, and before I
hit the ground, I wake up”. Several artistic students drew pictures, from birds flying freely to the
sky to a bird in a cage, on their survey responses.
The surveys received were a window into the lives of 180 Clark County School District
8th and 9th graders. They proved that The Diary of Anne Frank is a powerful play to study, see,
discuss, and to learn about bullying, intolerance, prejudice, and discrimination and how it can
inspire to be a better and kinder person.
One teacher wrote how thankful she was for the wonderful opportunity for her students to
attend the performance and hoped that it would be also available in the future. And another wrote
that one of her students brought up to her that there are still these same issues in our society,
even after all these years, as when Anne Frank was a teenager.
The survey questions for the teacher’s pre-show are as such:

1. What are your expectations of the day at the performance of The Diary of Anne Frank?
2. Have your students read The Diary of Anne Frank?
3. How much do your students know about the Holocaust and World War II?
4. How much discussion have you had about racism, prejudice, and hate in the classroom?

The survey questions for the teacher’s post show are as such:
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1. Were your expectations at the day of the performance fulfilled? If so, please explain, and
if not, please explain.
2. Do you think that by seeing a live theatrical performance of The Diary of Anne Frank that
your students understood better about the life and times of Anne Frank?
3. Do you think your students grasped the consequences of hate, bigotry, racism, bullying,
and intolerance for others better after seeing The Diary of Anne Frank?
4. Would you like to see this theatrical performance every year for 8th graders?
5. How thought-provoking was the performance for your students, and did you have a class
discussion soon after?
6. If a discussion was had after the performance, did the subject of intolerance for others
enter in the dialogue?

Demographically, the five schools chosen were diverse in student body, location,
economic stability, and educational standing in the community. Dr. Greta Peay helped in the
decision making of which schools to choose. The schools chosen for the surveys and in-depth
analysis were:

1. Laughlin Jr./Sr. High School, a rural school
2. Rogich Middle School, a high socioeconomic school, rated the number-one middle
school in the state
3. Tarkanian Middle School, a low socioeconomic school with almost 40% receiving free
lunches
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4. Monaco Middle School, 84% Hispanic student body, 87% receiving free lunches
5. Greenspun Junior High School, Henderson, 50% white student body, mid-socioeconomic
school with changing demographics.

A list of the twenty-four schools that attended and the five chosen schools’ accountability
reports are in the Appendix (Figures 26–30), and to see a sampling of the results of the survey,
see Figure 31.

C. Surveys/Questionnaires
The surveys warrant a discussion and explanation as to why I chose the questions for
both the students and teachers before and after the performances, and the answers prove how
much Anne Frank continues to relate to the young people even after so many years. She was so
articulate and honest and exhibited a maturity well beyond her years. She became like the wise
older sister to many but still exhibited behavior that was age appropriate.
Students who attended the May 23, 2016, performance at The Smith Center were asked to
read the book/diary of The Diary of Anne Frank in their classrooms, but it is not known if that
was achieved. As I discussed earlier in the previous section, there were five diverse schools
chosen to receive the questionnaires. After speaking with each teacher from the chosen schools
to ask if they were interested in participating, the questionnaires were mailed to each teacher
with a prepaid envelope for returning. The questionnaires were presented prior to my choosing
the particular topic for my thesis and before this author’s decision that a full semester’s class
would be ideal for students to attend. The questionnaires were used for content analysis and not
data analysis.
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The questionnaires were assembled so their information could be presented to CCSD to
have this play performed yearly with the support of the district, as it proved how educationally
valuable The Diary of Anne Frank is not only for historical content, but also how this play can
affect students’ lives in a positive personal manner.
The questions dealt with intolerance, bullying, antisocial behavior, discrimination, and
prejudice. Those questions led the students to give their thoughts and feelings on these subjects
through their own words and in their own way, and those words would be delivered to CCSD.
The pre-show questions were based on things that seem to trouble both Anne and
students today. The reasons for asking both pre- and post-show were strictly personal for my
assessment. Students were asked to answer five questions out of ten for both pre-show and postshow questionnaires.

i.

Pre-show Questions
Question 1: Who is Anne Frank and in what way do you relate and identify with her?

(girls) Question 2: Who is Peter van Daan, and in what way do you relate and identify with him?
(boys) The answers let this writer know the level of personal connection that transpired between
these real-life characters and those students after reading the book/diary.
Question 3: If you went into hiding, what would you take with you? Question 4: Living
with eight people confined, how would you feel about not going outside for two years or being
able to hang out with friends or have a hamburger and fries when you wished? These are a
combination question, as it proves that students of all economic levels and eras want the same
things, some material and some emotional. Also, the answer could show many teens have great
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freedom today and that freedom can lead to questionable activities. During Anne’s life, a teen
did not have such freedom.
Question 5: Anne and Peter were discriminated against because of their religion. Do you
ever feel discriminated against? Question 8: Do you think Anne and the others in the attic were
bullied and by whom? Identifying discrimination and bullying. Anne and Peter were
discriminated for their religion and bullied because of it. This question could have several
interpretations and answers from the students. Discrimination and bullying come in many forms.
Learning how the CCSD students feel discriminated would help teachers in identifying potential
bullying that has led to teen suicides, runaways, and several forms of self-harm.
Question 6: What does Anne’s story mean to you? Again, this question tells this author
just how connected the students became to Anne from reading the book/diary. Also, in my
opinion, it tells if the story resonated emotionally.
Question 7: Do you see similarities in the world today as when Anne Frank lived? This
question was posed to see if students are engaged with world issues or do those world current
events not seem important to young people at their ages. This question looks at discrimination
and prejudice the world over.
Question 9: Anne Frank had a dream to become a writer. Do you have a dream? This
question was asked as some young people might never have thought that having a dream for
something might be attainable and to give them thought and hope to having one that they could
possibly achieve.
Question 10: Do you know of other kids who are not tolerant? This was asked for the
curiosity of knowing if these students could really understand what the word “tolerant” meant
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and how many forms of intolerance there really are in the world and if they experienced being
bullied.
The responses to the questions asked post-show were to see how engaged the students
were at the performance, how the performance affected them emotionally and what did they
learn about Anne and themselves after seeing the play.

ii.

Post-show Questions:
Question 1: Why is this play so important, and why is Anne so famous? This question was

asked to see what the students learned from seeing the play. Was it more about history, or did it
resonate about what the consequences of hate and prejudice cause?
Question 2, 3, and 4: Does this play inspire hopefulness? Anne wrote, “In spite of
everything, I still believe all people are good.” Do you believe that? Did Anne and her story
inspire you personally? Hopefulness, inspiration, and belief. These three questions were very
thought-provoking and personal. Anne expressed these words frequently, and I wanted to
understand and learn if these young people related to such emotional words at their ages and if
these words affected them. These are words not often associated with students in the grades that
attended the play.
Question 5: Is the world ignoring similar issues of today like the time of Anne Frank—
hate, discrimination, and prejudice? In order to make change, one has to recognize it. Do the
students recognize that many of the same problems facing the world in the 1930s and 40s exist
today? And would they be able to list the similarities?
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Question 6: What did you learn from seeing this play? Probably the most important
question asked. The answer to this question gives an insight to the young audiences’
understanding of prejudice, discrimination, and intolerance.
Question 7: Do you think your life is similar or different to Anne’s? I asked this question
to get an answer that was introspective and to learn about the lives of the students and how they
would see the differences or similarities seventy-six years later.
Question 8: What does Anne’s story mean to you, and did it change your life? These are
powerful questions and evoke emotional answers. I asked these to learn if a character in a play
can be so inspiring as to make changes in one’s life.
Question 9: In the play, who is the real hero? Each person sees a play with their own
eyes, sees characters in their own ways. I asked this question to see if there was a majority of
students who would see the same hero.
Question 10: After seeing the play is there anything you would change about yourself?
This was asked to see how impactful it was to see the performance of The Diary of Anne Frank.
The pre-show and post show questions for the teachers were standard questions that one
would ask an educator who was bringing a group of students to see a play that was made from a
book or, in this case, also a diary.
The three teachers of the 180 students whose questionnaires are included in this thesis
had different experiences with their students in regards to reading the book/diary. Two of the
classes had read The Diary of Anne Frank, and for those students not familiar, they read
excerpts, and another teacher wrote that many in her class had also read excerpts but in their 7thgrade reading class. All three classes had some knowledge of the Holocaust and WWII. One
school had observed a Week of Respect in October 2015. The three educators said in their
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questionnaires that seeing the live theatrical performance of the play enhanced their students’
understanding of the life and times of Anne Frank and were thankful for the wonderful
opportunity for their students and they hoped it would be available in the future.
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Figure 12: JRTN’s The Diary of Anne Frank Cast Photo

Figure 13: JRTN’s The Diary of Anne Frank Set
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Figure 14: The Diary of Anne Frank Production Still (1 of 4)

Figure 15: The Diary of Anne Frank Production Still (2 of 4)
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Figure 16: The Diary of Anne Frank Production Still (3 of 4)

Figure 17: The Diary of Anne Frank Production Still (4 of 4)
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Figure 18: CCSD Students Attending The Diary of Anne Frank

Figure 19: Mayoral Proclamation of No Tolerance for Intolerance Day
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Figure 20: Hyde Park Middle School Students
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Figure 21: CCSD Bus

Figure 22: CCSD Students Traveling to JRTN Performance
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D. Examples and Comparisons
The Diary of Anne Frank is an important educational tool and needs to be adopted into
the core curriculum of CCSD. There are two theatre companies in major metropolitan cities of
Minnesota and Indiana, in addition to JET in Michigan, that I have studied to validate my
findings that have extensive programs that include detailed study guides that are used for
classroom education. One major theatre is the Park Square Theatre in Saint Paul, and the other
major theatre is the Indiana Repertory Theatre in Indianapolis.
On stage at Park Square Theatre, The Diary of Anne Frank plays for over two months
each year to students in the Minneapolis–Saint Paul area, proof that this play is highly
successful, and at Indiana Repertory Theatre, it plays for four weeks. Thousands of young people
each year attend these performances from these two well-known theatre companies. The Park
Square Teacher Advisory Board consists of fifteen teachers, from public middle and high schools
to private prep schools and university teachers. These Anne Frank programs are role models for
other school districts to adopt, and their study guides have sections devoted to genocide and
identifying oppression, classroom activities, writing projects, understanding Judaism and Jewish
culture, historical timelines, and information and educational materials needed for teaching in the
classroom.
The Park Theatre’s study guide opens the world up to their students by including the
story of Sadako Sasaki, a young girl who was born and raised in Hiroshima, Japan, and was only
two years old when the US dropped the atomic bomb on August 6, 1945. Ten years after the
bombing, Sadako was diagnosed with “atomic bomb disease”—leukemia. She lived for only
eight more months but during that time began creating origami cranes. There is a Japanese
legend that states if you fold 1,000 cranes, you will be healed. Sadako folded 644 cranes by
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August 1955, and when she was becoming very ill toward the end of her life, her classmates
came to her assistance and helped to fold the remaining 356 cranes. Sadako passed away on
October 25, 1955, and was buried with the 1,000 cranes she and her classmates assembled. A
book was written called Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes by Eleanor Coerr. It is a
children’s historical book. Many times, Anne Frank and Sadako Sasaki have been compared as
“sisters” in the messages of tolerance and peace. The story of the two girls is a great study for a
classroom curriculum and a teaching lesson for humanity. Sadako’s brother, Masahiro, has
devoted his life to peace by sharing the story of his sister.
In an interview with Connor McEvoy, the Education Sales and Services Manager at Park
Square Theatre, I was told they serve over 30,000 students a year with six productions on two
stages. The main stage is a 348-seat theatre, and the smaller theatre is 200 seats. Their education
program serves 7th- to 12th-grade students with weekday productions every day. Sets are taken
down each evening for their regular season to perform.
Mr. McEvoy shared that their The Diary of Anne Frank program has been very successful
for twenty-two years, and they perform the show for over 10,000 students each year. It plays for
two months daily and is revenue neutral. Teachers plan their curriculum around it and feel it is
incredibly important to tell the story. He said that the teachers rely on their students seeing the
play to teach about genocide, anti-Semitism, and the Nuremberg Trials. The play they perform is
not edited and runs an entire two and a half hours. The theatre has a well-prepared study guide
for the educators to prepare their students.
Once a week, they have an Immersion Day, where the students spend the entire day at the
theatre. They have post-show discussions with both the actors and technicians and workshops
where they engage with teaching artists and actors. One of the workshops is “Build a Moment,”
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which is “a large group demonstration wherein actors and designers from the production perform
short sections of the play.” 23
There are students who travel from Wisconsin to see The Diary of Anne Frank at Park
Square Theatre. Mr. McEvoy told me that the shows are two-thirds from Minnesota and onethird from Wisconsin. The cost for each student is $16 a ticket with an additional $12 for
Immersion Day. These costs are absorbed by the school districts, but those that are on lunch
programs are not charged, as are some religious school attendees.
Park Square Theatre’s education program is well funded by private family foundations,
the Minnesota State Arts Board, and corporations such as Wells Fargo Bank, the Target
Foundation, RBC Wealth Management, and 3M. 24
The renowned Indiana Repertory Theatre in Indianapolis also has a substantial study
guide for their The Diary of Anne Frank productions. In their study guide, they write, “There is
no question that we produce a play like this to put a face on genocide—for art to stir empathy
and understanding in all of us, from children to the elders for whom the Holocaust is more vivid.
We can further move audiences to say what the Jewish people have said for 70 years: ‘never
again.’ Never again to any acts of hatred that marginalize a people defined by race, religion, or
tribe.”
Both these theatres, along with JET in Walled Lake, Michigan, continue to produce The
Diary of Anne Frank for students after so many years because of the immense success it has
proven to be.
And never in the last 75 years has this one two-word statement, “never again,” seemed
more important or appropriate than for what it was created for, than what is happening now in
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the current year of 2020 with race riots, intolerance of people, disregard for human life and other
people’s property. Education of young people is the only way to eliminate this hatred.

E. The Diary of Anne Frank: 75-minute Version
The Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada has edited the newly adapted definitive edition
of The Diary of Anne Frank by Wendy Kesselman into a 75-minute version without an
intermission that has been presented for the CCSD School Community Partnership Program at
The Smith Center for the Performing Arts, the Holocaust Educational Conference, and for the
five at-risk high schools and will be used for future collaborative performances between CCSD
and JRTN. Each performance was received by the middle and high school students with oohs
and aahs, sighs and tears. When Peter and Anne shared their first very quick kiss, the audience
shrieked with joy, and when Anne and her mother got into a spat, the students let out vocally
how they felt. The students were a most engaged audience whether in the 2,000-seat Reynolds
Hall or 125 students sitting on the floor circling the performers at the Holocaust Educational
Conference. They had no filter in expressing their emotions.
What makes this play so unique for young people is that students are seeing a play with
the words written by someone their own age. Many of the students are experiencing in one way
or another what Anne writes about and can relate to it in their own lives. Anne writes about
quarrels with her mother, having to share close quarters and having no privacy, struggling for
food, thinking that her parents favor her sister, Margot, getting her period, and having her first
kiss. Boys can relate to Peter. His feeling inadequate in his school lessons, arguing with his
father about his schoolwork, listening to his mother and father arguing, being cooped up in tight
quarters, his mother embarrassing him over the prospect of he and Anne having a relationship,
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and being made fun of when he gets his first “peach fuzz” on his upper lip. Anne is introspective
about life, and her sayings reflect her hopes and dreams, the exact things many students only
share with themselves.
According to the Director of the School Community Partnership Program, Beverly
Givens, there are many students in CCSD whose living situations are less than ideal. Some live
in motels or in one-bedroom apartments with several members of an extended family, and they
can relate to being in small, cramped quarters like Anne and Peter. The schools’ accountability
reports, which are attached, show that CCSD has many students in the district who are in the
food program. Many eat two of their meals on campus daily without knowing if there will be
dinner and take home a backpack of food from the food pantry Three Square on the weekends.
Food and the lack thereof are mentioned many times in the play. In discussions with students at
the May 23, 2016 performance, it was apparent that there are students who go to bed hungry.
There is a scene in the play where Mr. van Daan is caught eating bread in the middle of night,
and Mrs. Frank accuses him of stealing that bread from the hungry mouths of the children.
Watching Mr. van Daan steal bread strikes a chord with these young people.
The play shows us that rules need to be followed and what can happen when they are not
obeyed. At the opening of Act 1, Mr. Frank describes how life in the attic must be observed from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. when the workmen are in the building—everyone “must be completely quiet, no
shoes, can’t run any water, can’t flush the toilet, no trash can ever be thrown out… not even a
potato peel. We’ll burn everything in the stove at night. We can’t go outside. We can’t look out a
window. No coughing… if possible, no fevers. Remember—we can never call a doctor. This is
how we must live… until it is over. One mistake could cost us our lives.” Everyone has to follow
rules and make good choices for survival.
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Anne describes her fear in Act 1. “It’s the silence that frightens me the most. Every time I
hear a creak in the house, a step on the street, I’m sure they’re coming for us.” Anne in the play
has terrible nightmares. This fear too is also relatable to many students. While not the same as
“they’re coming for us,” they silently fear for their daily existence, safety, and the unknown.
Also in Act 1, Anne and her mother have a verbal confrontation wherein Anne talks back
to her mother, saying, “Everything [Margot] does is right, and everything I do is wrong. If I talk,
I’m a show-off. If I answer, I’m rude, selfish. If I eat too much, stupid, cowardly, a complete
disappointment. I’ll never live up to your expectations. I’ll never be Margot!” These feelings are
shared by many students toward their siblings and parents, and the reactions from the audience
during these performances are openly and loudly expressed. They have real, relatable reactions
expressing real emotions.
What can the play teach us? That is the question the Executive Director of the Anne
Frank House, Ronald Leopold, says is the key question that Otto Frank focused on after the war,
and that is the main point and educational mission of the Anne Frank House today. Otto Frank
wrote to Mr. Leopold that he “wanted the visitors to the Anne Frank House not only to reflect on
the suffering of the Holocaust, but also to inspire to actively combat prejudice and
discrimination.”
The play The Diary of Anne Frank is the perfect example of bullying and intolerance.
The ending is the sad possible consequence of intolerance, and each scene exemplifies an effect
of bullying, whether it be religious or personal. Many students are struggling with personal
intolerances. My observations in the classroom and outside the theatre after the performances of
The Diary of Anne Frank show it leads the students to deep conversations. It is that powerful.
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Why did the Franks shop in stores only owned by other Jews and only for two hours a
day? Why couldn’t Anne ride her bike or sit in her backyard garden after 8 p.m.? Why did the
Franks have to go into hiding? Intolerance and bullying. In a classroom, these actions can lead to
deep conversations about personal experiences where young people feel bullied or frightened by
their peers, in person or online. Young people are subjected to violence and hate speech, and
conversation with their peers in a classroom situation is where the persecution can lead to
resilience and resistance. This could be a place to express themselves safely and where their
classmates might listen to what is being said. The class would be interactive and should be led by
trained CCSD teachers with visits by scholars and special guests, including psychologists when
needed. These teachers would rotate between schools to teach the specific units that they are
trained for. In Nevada now, there are classes taught several times a year for certification on the
Holocaust and anti-Semitism by Susan Dubin at the Sperling Mack Kronberg Holocaust
Resource Center in Henderson, Nevada.
Again, what can the play teach us? It can teach that bullying and intolerance have severe
consequences for our actions, to be kind to others who are different from who we are, to make
good choices in our lives, to have dreams to succeed and reflect on who we are and who we want
to be. The play also teaches about empathy, which is lacking in many young people, as is shown
by young people encouraging other young people to hurt themselves or worse. When the Nazis
appear at the end of the play, right after Anne has said, “It’s a wonder I haven’t abandoned all
my ideals, they seem so absurd and impractical. Yet, I cling to them because I still believe, in
spite of everything, people are truly good at heart,” the soldiers start savagely screaming, “Raus
(out), los (come on), schnell (fast),” pushing and shoving the inhabitants of the Secret Annex,
who have their arms up. The fear is impenetrable not only for actors on stage, but for the
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spectators. At that moment, in the Reynolds Hall production with 1,500 CCSD students, one
could have heard a pin drop, with the exception of sobs from those in the audience. Empathy for
the Franks, van Daans, and Mr. Pfeffer can be a good lesson to treat others with respect and
compassion, to remember “never again” and that there is no tolerance for intolerance.

F. Anne Frank Youth Network and Ambassadors Program
The Anne Frank Trust in the United Kingdom and the Anne Frank Center for Mutual
Respect, formerly of New York City now located at the University of South Carolina in
Columbia, each have programs dedicated to teaching young people about challenging issues in
our world and amongst themselves. They both use the theme “Educate Not Hate,” which is also
similar to the theme of the Jewish Repertory Theatre of Nevada’s Youth Education Through the
Performing Arts program’s “No Tolerance for Intolerance”, which can only be achieved through
education.
I am proposing to use combinations of the two programs for the Anne Frank: No
Tolerance for Intolerance program to be mandatory in CCSD, in addition to studying the play
The Diary of Anne Frank and then having the students see either a professional production at The
Smith Center for Performing Arts, or having it performed at their schools in the auditorium or in
the classroom by the students themselves. The semester chosen for this program should lie
between the students’ ages of twelve to fifteen, which would make the class taught between the
7th and 9th grades. Seeing a performance of the play, whether visually by being an audience
member or by playing the characters in their own production, solidifies all that the student has
learned during the semester.
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At the Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect USA, compassion and mutual respect are
the main mission in its educational programs, which include traveling exhibitions, in-school
workshops, a Sapling (taken from the tree Anne and Peter saw from the annex skylight window)
and Garden Project, educational performances of Conversations with Anne and Letters from
Anne and Martin about Anne Frank and Martin Luther King, both born in 1929, and combines
letters each had written about their hopes and dreams. There also is the 50-State Initiative for
Holocaust and Genocide Education and the Spirit of Anne Frank Awards and scholarships.
There are 8 Core Values that guide their mission statement:

1. Humanity: Celebrating the most essential rights we all have in common.
2. Impact: Improving the world long-term with everything we do.
3. Creativity: Stepping up to the challenge of solving problems in new ways.
4. Collaboration: Working together toward our common goals.
5. Acknowledgement: Valuing the unique efforts of the members of our community.
6. Mutual Trust: Trusting as Anne Frank did that there’s good inside of each of us.
7. Empowerment: Discovering our true selves and embracing opportunity.
8. Legacy: Honoring the footprints of the leaders who have lighted the path.

The Anne Frank Trust in the UK, as is done in the USA, partners with schools and local
authorities to not only bring educational programs, but also traveling exhibitions to the schools
and public areas. In the United Kingdom, data collected by the Trust states, “97% of the young
people surveyed following the Anne Frank Trust’s schools program 2017-18 became more
positive to at least one group of people different to themselves. 92% of the young people who
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became more positive toward Jewish people also became positive to at least one other social
group, and 67% of young people whose attitudes improved after completing the Anne Frank
Trust’s schools program in 2016-17 still have these positive attitudes in 2019.” 25
The Anne Frank Youth Network in the USA and the areas under their auspices consists
of volunteering 16- to 22-year-olds, and their website says, “Inspire upstanders rather than
bystanders.” Their goal is to reduce racism, religious bias, bullying, and discrimination as there
has been an increase in white supremacy, anti-Semitism, and Islamophobia. 26 Each member is
supplied with a Tools Kit, that consists of 5 sections:

1. Learn
2. Plan
3. Prepare
4. Teach
5. Respond

While there are worksheets and instructional materials, each Youth Network member is
encouraged to organize their own educational activities. The Anne Frank Youth Network
program is based on history and uses history to raise awareness on prejudice, racism, and
discrimination. 27
The philosophy of both the Anne Frank Trust and Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect
is peer education—young people teaching other young people. The Anne Frank Trust has several
youth programs for various age groups. The programs begin for 5th and 6th graders and continue
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through age sixteen, but the majority of youth programs are for 9- to 11-years-olds and then 13to 15-year-olds.
The Anne Frank Trust in the UK has a program called the Ambassadors. Hundreds of
children are trained by the educators of the Trust to be Ambassadors each year. On becoming an
Anne Frank Ambassador, the online website states:

1. We set up the set up the Anne Frank: A History for Today exhibition.
2. Students are trained to become peer guides.
3. Over a two-week period, peer guides take other students around the exhibition.
4. Alongside the exhibition, we deliver sessions from our wide range of workshops chosen
by you.
5. A number of peer guides go on to become Anne Frank Ambassadors.
6. Ambassadors receive further training and deliver presentations in their local primary
schools on issues relevant to their communities.
7. Our Ambassadors will become active, responsible citizens.

Zimali, an Anne Frank Ambassador from the Frances Bardsley Academy in London,
said, “I think that Anne Frank’s story has inspired me to not judge people. Maybe the way they
talk or what they look like and to try and help everyone no matter where they’re from or what
my opinions are of them.” 28
Ambassadors are encouraged to take leading roles at events, even in the UK at
Parliamentary receptions and at the Annual Luncheon at the Trust to honor Holocaust Memorial
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Day. The Anne Frank Trust extends their programs all throughout Europe and the Middle East,
where allowed.
Three programs that I believe are exceptional from the UK Trust and I believe should be
included in the CCSD curriculum are Free To Be, My Story, and The Anne Frank Creative
Writing Awards. Each program is geared toward a different age group. Free To Be begins with
primary school years 5 and 6 and has a separate secondary school program. Free To Be is an
anti-bullying program that has students exploring and finding solutions to prejudice-related
bullying. It can also be done as an online class. It develops critical thinking and creative skills,
even allowing for students to create their own films. Six to eight Ambassadors are chosen from
this program in all schools. The data collected from the Trust states, “84% of young people had
more confidence to report prejudice-based bullying after taking Free To Be.” 29
My Story is a new program for 2020-21. Anne Frank told her own story via her diary,
and this program empowers young people to use their own personal stories to challenge
prejudice. It includes interactive workshops, peer education, and Ambassador training, in
addition to providing a follow-up mentor. My Story is also especially important for
disadvantaged students, who are protected in the United Kingdom under the Equality Act of
2010, where they can learn from and express their own identities. Nevada has many
disadvantaged students who could greatly benefit from this program. The elements associated
with My Story are discovery workshops, empowerment workshops, peer education, reflection
and creativity workshops, ambassadors, and mentoring.
Open to young people ages ten to fifteen is the Creative Writing Awards, which was
announced May 20, 2020. Using Anne Frank as their inspiration, the writers were to create a
piece that called for a world free of prejudice. There were awards for both poetry and short
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essays or articles and were broken into two age groups, 10- to 12-year-olds and 13- to 15-yearolds. When the deadline came on June 30, 2020, almost 1,000 young people entered the contest.
On April 5, 1944, Anne Frank wrote: “When I write I can shake off all my cares. My
sorrow disappears, my spirits are revived!”
The Ambassador Programme has also addressed very real problems that occur in young
people’s lives as workshops that I believe need to be adopted by CCSD. These workshops teach
empathy and critical thinking. They are:

1. Love Your Shape – Anorexia is a problem that while it has been an issue for a long time
is growing. This workshop works on “It’s not the size. It’s what inside. Be Body Proud.”
2. Speak Love – Casually, a racist or sexist comment is said as a joke that gets a laugh but
can be truly hurtful.
3. No Reason Why – Wanting bullying to stop. There is no reason anyone should be bullied
or discriminated, and we need to realize that there are consequences for bullying.
4. Domestic Violence Happens – Young witnesses of domestic violence are victims too and
can be seriously affected.
5. Equality for All – Everyone deserves to be treated equally.
6. Switch Off – Examines the dangers of prejudice both in history and now in present times.
A testimony from Anne Frank Ambassador Uzma Zahid:

Being an Anne Frank Ambassador changed my life. There are few experiences that I
recognize as life changing: being an Anne Frank Ambassador (I struggle to include
“former” as I am fairly attached to this title) is one. Anne Frank articulated what I feel:
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“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve
the world.” 30

G. The Legacy of Anne Frank
Anne Frank’s legacy is that she has educated and inspired millions of people young and
old through her diary, first by making awareness of the atrocities of the Holocaust and antiSemitism, and now with the numerous school programs like the Jewish Repertory Theatre of
Nevada, the Jewish Ensemble Theatre in Michigan, Indiana Repertory Theatre, Park Square
Theatre in Minnesota, and traveling exhibits through the Anne Frank Trust in the United
Kingdom and the Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect in the USA, and the play The Diary of
Anne Frank. These foundations and continued theatre programs prove the effectiveness of The
Diary of Anne Frank and are her true legacy.
Anne’s story and legacy has extended to areas all over the world, from war-torn Bosnia
and Latvia to the violent, gang-ridden favelas (slums) of Rio de Janeiro and India, from the
islands of the Caribbean to Ukraine, from Hong Kong to British prisons in the UK, from rural
countryside to major cities and all of Europe, Russia, and the USA. Anne and her The Diary of
Anne Frank have brought tears and given rise to dreams and hope for those in need.
But in fifty years, will this young girl’s story and her diary be forgotten? Will the play
continue to be produced year after year? Will people still be interested in Anne Frank? After all,
the survivor community that has kept this horrific time in history alive is dying out and soon will
be only a memory, but I believe she will never be forgotten because she inspires so many people
from so many walks of life and the lessons taught are invaluable.
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Anne Frank inspired Nelson Mandela, who read for the second time in his life The Diary
of Anne Frank while incarcerated on Robben Island for eighteen of the twenty-seven years of his
imprisonment. He said, in The Legacy of Anne Frank by Gillian Walnes Perry, that reading the
book “kept our spirits high and reinforced our confidence in the invincibility of the cause of
freedom and justice.” Mr. Mandela said her writing was a testament to the strength of the human
spirit. 31
The famous actress Audrey Hepburn wrote Mr. Otto Frank, thanking him for wanting her
to play Anne in the movie, but said she had changed her mind because she thought she was too
old. This was not the truth.
Audrey Hepburn was born in Belgium one month before Anne was born in Frankfurt in
1929. While she was not Jewish, she grew up in Holland in the town where her mother was from
and her grandfather the mayor, and her beloved uncle was the magistrate and was executed
because he did not support the Nazis. She was forced to live in a cellar and nearly starved to
death, and her mother changed her name from the British name of her father, who had abandoned
the family, to her own family’s name of van Heemstra. Audrey Ruston (the name of her father)
became Edda van Heemstra.
In May 1991, Audrey Hepburn came to the Barbican Theatre in London to read for the
Anne Frank Trust from Anne’s diary for a gala benefit. In her dressing room that evening, she
met with Eva Schloss, whose mother, Fritzi, married Otto in 1953. Holocaust survivor Fritzi’s
first husband and son had been executed in the concentration camps, and both families had
known each other in Amsterdam. Eva was a school friend of Anne’s.
When Audrey and Eva spoke, Audrey said, “Eva, you do understand why I couldn’t play
Anne, don’t you?”
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“Well, I assumed you had film commitments,” Eva said.
Audrey looked Eva directly in the eye. “No,” she almost whispered. “It wasn’t that. It
was just too hard for me. It was too close to my life for me to do.” 32
Audrey was honored to be a patron of the Anne Frank Trust, and on her nightstand, up
until her death, she kept a framed photo of herself, Otto, and Fritzi Frank that her son, Sean
Ferrer, said was so important to her. The photo had been taken by his father, Mel Ferrer, in
Switzerland in 1957.
Reflecting on Audrey Hepburn’s connection to Anne proves that Anne affected so many
people, reaching beyond religion. After Audrey’s retirement from film, she became a Goodwill
Ambassador for the United Nations.
In the Life magazine special edition “The Diary Endures: Anne Frank, Her Life and Her
Legacy,” President Bill Clinton wrote the introduction, saying, “Anne Frank endures as one of
the greatest messengers of common humanity. Her short life left a long legacy, touching and
inspiring generation after generation of people she never met.” 33
Anne Frank, through her writings and the play The Diary of Anne Frank, did touch the
lives of so many, from school children to world leaders to famous movie stars. She went from a
child to a teenager, caring so much about the world during the twenty-five months in hiding. Her
writings have been influential on young people and adults in countries all over the world in
helping to shape their moral character and giving them important life skills besides the obvious
history lesson of the Holocaust and the effects of anti-Semitism.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the use of the play The Diary of Anne Frank
and the influence and impact it has on the lives of middle and high school students. It examined
not only important historical events that students might not have been aware of, but also proved
that even though Anne Frank lived and died in another time, students today have a strong
connection to her once they read the book and see the play and do learn from her about social
issues that are as prevalent now as they were seventy-five years ago.
Based on the responses from the survey/questionnaire data included in the Appendix
from the 180 students who attended the JRTN performance in May 2016, the questionnaires
prove how effective The Diary of Anne Frank is as a teaching tool, not only for Holocaust
education and anti-Semitism, but for bullying, intolerance of others, prejudice, and
discrimination. The questionnaires also proved that while the written word is strong, seeing the
theatrical performance of the play enhanced the experience of studying about Anne and in turn
taking what they have learned from her and applying it to their own lives.
These facts are supported additionally by information and data provided from The Anne
Frank Trust in the United Kingdom and the USA’s Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect in
proving what peer-to-peer education and the Ambassadors program does for a student long after
their school years have terminated. Also, the continued student theatre programs at the Jewish
Ensemble Theatre in Michigan, Park Square Theatre in Minnesota, and Indiana Repertory
Theatre in Indiana further demonstrate the success of using the play to change intolerant
behavior and help students to understand themselves.
With the addition of workshops such as Free to Be, My Story, Love Your Shape, and
Domestic Violence Happens and a full semester of a class specifically structured for the needs of
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these young people, the effectiveness would even be greater. While it is a different approach to
education than a traditional course would provide, this course is of great importance for the
growth of a responsible and productive human being with life lessons not only for immediate
success, but also for the future, as proven by the statement of Uzma Zahid, “Being an Anne
Frank Ambassador changed my life.” 34 (Please see Figure 32 in the Appendix for Uzma Zahid’s
testimony and picture.)
The students of the Clark County School District of Southern Nevada would greatly
benefit from a class based on Anne Frank’s diary. After personal discussions with students and
educators, including Dr. Beverly Givens, Director of the School Community Partnership
Program for the CCSD, Southern Nevada, and Dr. Greta Peay, Doctor of Education, who was
Director of Equity and Diversity Education for the CCSD and Chief Instructional Services
Office, feedback after several of the performances led to the knowledge that this is a school
district with many students who lack parental involvement due to economic and work issues,
transient family home life, English as a second language, and children who spend many hours
alone without parent supervision. Both Dr. Givens and Dr. Peay have led the way in encouraging
the Anne Frank program in the Clark County School District.
According to CCSD, “Research shows that students with parents who are involved in their
children’s education achieve more, have higher grades and test scores, better behaviors and more
positive attitudes.” 35 The grim facts on Nevada education are that, according to a Nevada
Independent article dated September 4, 2019, by Mark Hernandez, Nevada ranks 50th overall in
K–12 education with a D-plus overall score on a national report. 36
I state this fact not to criticize CCSD, but with all the problems facing teens in this day
and age as has been stated previously, offering this class is an alternative way of teaching life
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skills and to learn about kindness to oneself and others. Hopefully, this class will enhance the
education and enrich the lives of the students.
It is this writer’s opinion that while the program I propose does not replace parental
guidance or traditional educational classes, it would be a learned surrogate and helpful guiding
mentor to model behavior and a new way to teach and learn about intolerance, prejudice, and
discrimination. For all students who are enrolled in the Anne Frank program each semester, all
that they learn will be carried with them for a more successful and happy life, as has been proven
by others who have adapted this play as a teaching tool.
Anne Frank’s courageous spirit continues to inspire young people and will for many
more years to come with the program I propose.
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